A New Hybrid Embedding Method in Iris Biometric System
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Abstract: The challenging part in achieving high security biometric data is viewed from the engineering perspective which includes security, accuracy, speeds and application size. The objective of this paper is to increase the accuracy through an embedding technique. A combination of modified pixel value differencing and wavelet decomposition techniques were used in this study. The pixels were scanned in a new direction embedded with the wavelet difference matrix. The system is developed using both eyes and each eye is enrolled with 10 snaps. The embedding process creates the embedded iris feature and the reverse process of embedding is known as de-embedding. Two thousands iris from CASIA database are used. The application is developed using MATLAB and executed for 5-20 iterations. The new hybrid system shows better performance in accuracy in terms of False Acceptance Rate (FAR), embedding capacity and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) values as benchmarked with the existing method. The finding shows that the output of the embedding capacity is 743801 and 41.10dB of PSNR. The good PSNR value is between 40-50 dB. The implication of this study contributes to a higher accuracy in iris biometric security. Future work should focus on the genetic algorithm to recognize human iris in biometric system.
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INTRODUCTION

Human identification has been a major challenge in the first generation of biometric system for more than a decade ago. On the other hand, the second generation faces new issues in two perspectives: engineering and social. The engineering part concerns security, accuracy, speed, ergonomics and application size, while the social perspective focuses on values issues in privacy policies, ethical and health concerns, and cultural biases (Jain, A.K. and A. Kumar, 2010). There are various methods used to improve accuracy in the iris security system. All methods have its advantages and disadvantages depending on the acceptability, usability, modality, permanence, and user friendly (Ross, A., S. Prabhakar and A.K. Jain, 2004). Research in iris biometrics had covered issues mostly on Cryptography, Wavelet and Information hiding. Only a handful studies issues on steganography in Iris due to its authenticity, security, accuracy, robustness and feature classification. In fact, measuring accuracy in Iris system is complex (Jain, A.K. and A. Kumar, 2010; Ross, A., S. Prabhakar and A.K. Jain, 2004) and it needs to be designed in a systematic way. Therefore, there is a need to explore further the steganography issue and find ways of to improve accuracy for iris system.

The existing biometric system uses a strong encrypted iris codes, however, the cryptographic system has been attacked. The hacker gets the original iris codes to generate the iris feature through reverse process of segmentation and normalization (Storm, D. 2012). In fact, 40% of original iris codes can be easily obtained and the success rate of attacking is more than 50%. The secret keys are easily guess in asymmetric encryption with the authentication protocol although it is running over public network and provide nonrepudiable identity verification (Upmanyu, M. et al., 2010). The study shows the encryption key generated gives an additional layer of security but private and public keys create curiosity and intention for cracker to hack the system. There are number of attacks have been launched to the biometrics encryption (BE) system. The important attacks are hill
The proposed method of iris steganographic in biometric security model is anticipated to increase the security of iris feature in the biometrics system. The modification of the pixel value differencing uses basic mathematical operation of add (+), minus (-), multiplication (*) and division (/). In steganography, the secret key is embedded together with the iris feature and can be saved into the database. In this stage, the proposed technique achieves 0% error and good recognition rate of 99%. In reversible steganography or lossless steganography has been successfully conducted in the spatial domain for hiding information in digital image through secure communication channel (Hassan, M., et al., 2012). In their research, the Most Frequent Pixel (MFP) is applied in the compression technique to obtain greater quality of image. Later, two studies proposed an iris steganography consists of secret keys and cover which are embedded together with the iris feature (Na, W., et al., 2010; Abidin, Z.Z., et al., 2011). In fact, a combination of watermarking and steganography, known as ‘hardening’, is used to strengthen the security of iris (Kamaldeep., 2011). The integration of zero crossing of dyadic wavelet is transformed into the iris recognition system (S-Avila, C., et al., 2002). The iris signature, as an input signal, is measured with finite resolution that gives finer scale resolution, smaller coefficients, reduces computational operation, and produces higher security in iris template. To enhance the security in iris template, DCT coefficient is used (Chhikara, R and S. Kumar, 2012) while DWT is integrated with LSB techniques (Fouad, M., A.E. Saddik and E. Petriu, 2010).

A web-based architecture on iris biometrics has reduced the number of credit card frauds over the Internet (Rahimi, A., et al., 2010). The iris is preprocessed using 2D Haar techniques to get the iris codes. Then, the iris codes are encrypted using Henon and Logistic maps. The encrypted iris codes are embedded into the cover image using DWT through web-based architecture in biometric authentication.

**Methods:**

The proposed method of iris steganographic in biometric security model is anticipated to increase the security of iris feature in the biometrics system. The modification of the pixel value differencing uses basic mathematical operation of add (+), minus (-), multiplication (*) and division (/). In steganography, the secret key is embedded together with the iris feature and can be saved into the database. In this stage, the proposed algorithm integrates the pixel value differencing and wavelet decomposition for higher accuracy. Furthermore, the method is further detailed in the proposed algorithm.

The wavelet decomposition is used to spot the eye image (cover) in two dimensional ways. Hence, the eye image is partitioned into two dimensional blocks of lower bound (LL and LH) and upper bound (HL and HH). The LL means low band in lower bound and LH is high band in lower bound. In the other hand, the HL is low band in upper bound and HH gives high band in upperbound. The lower bound provides higher frequency while upper bound gives higher frequency using wavelet decomposition symbol, known as, \(\Psi\), of the signal at level N. The cutoff frequency of signal is 2, 4 and 8. The signal of N is divided by 8 in fulfilling the threshold in two dimensional wavelets. The boundary consists of lower bound and upper bound for embedding and de-embedding processes.

**The embedding process:**

For lower bound boundary: \([0 \ 8 \ 16 \ 32 \ 64 \ 128]\] \(y[n] = x[2n + 0] \ast g[3]z4 + x[2n + 1] \ast g[2]z3 + x[2n + 2] \ast g[1]z2 + x[2n + 3] \ast g[0]z1\) (1)  

For upper bound boundary: \([7 \ 15 \ 31 \ 63 \ 127 \ 255]\] \(y[n] = x[2n + 0] \ast h[3]z4 + x[2n + 1] \ast h[2]z3 + x[2n + 2] \ast h[1]z2 + x[2n + 3] \ast h[0]z1\) (2)  

The function of \(y[n]\) is the cover matrix with dimension of \([40 \times 35]\). From the formula (2) and (4) show that the function x times with function z1, z2, z3 and z4 for embedding process. Furthermore, the lower bound and the upper bound matrix is continued with pixel value differencing technique. The function of y is added with the function i, where, function i, is the matrix of iris feature where, the \(P(i,x)\) and \(P(i,y)\) is the dimensions...
of rows and columns of $F_i = (P_{i,x}, P_{i,y})$. The difference of pixels values are calculated and illustrated by $d_i = P_{i,y} - P_{i,x}$. For upper band, $u_j$ and lower band, $l_j$, the difference values, $d_i$, is formulated as $d_i = \{ u_j + t_i \text{ for } d \geq 0 \text{ and } -(l_j + t_i) \text{ for } d < 0 \}$. Thus, $m = d' - d$ in obtaining the secret key from the iris feature. The matrix $m[10 \times 10]$, is added with the iris feature matrix $[20 \times 240]$, which produce the embedded iris feature $= m + iris + random$.

For the de embedding process, the reverse operation is done at this stage. The embedded iris is decomposition using Haar and Morlet in four bands, LL, LH, HL and HH. Then, the pixel value differencing technique is applied to restore the hidden data. The value of original iris feature is compared with the iris feature from database in matching process. The embedded iris feature is read where the original iris feature $= embedded \ iris \ feature \ - m \ - \ iris \ - \ random$ as shown as:

The de-embedding process:

For lowerbound boundary; $[0 8 16 32 64 128]$  
$x[2n] = y[1(n-1)/z4 * h[1] + y[1]/z2 * h[3] + y[1]/z2 * g[1] + y[1]/z1 * g[3]}$  
For upperbound boundary; $[7 15 31 63 127 255]$  
$x[2n + 1] = y[1(n-1)/z1 * h[0] + y[1]/z2 * h[2] + y[1]/z1 * g[0] + y[1]/z2 * g[2]}$

The de embedding process involves the division operation where the function $y$ divides the function $z1, z2, z3$ and $z4$ for both upperbound and lowerbound. The lower bound consists of the highest frequency in the iris feature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The wavelet decomposition is applied to detect the highest frequency area in the iris feature, whereby the iris feature is divided into lower and higher frequency bands. As the lower band is spotted, a matrix is generated and multiplies with matrix cover. The pixels are scanned in new directions by subtracting the second element with the first and followed to the rest of the block. The accuracy of what is further discussed based on previous methods and the proposed scheme. Based on the experiment conducted, the iris feature ran well on the wavelet decomposition technique. However there are problems such as conflict in matrix dimension and data overflow as applying the iris feature in pixel value differencing technique. Pixel value differencing technique is good when scanning the pixel information with the same dimension of matrix or called as square matrix, such as, 512 x 512, 256 x 256 and 128 x 128.

On the other hand, when comes to iris feature, another layer of noise is created if the process of determining the matrix dimension of inverting is not well done. The segmentation and normalization in iris feature do not give the square matrix but gave dimension as 20 x 240. All information in iris feature are significant and one of a kind, thus, we cannot just discard them. It is unwise to generate iris codes since the iris code has been hacked in getting the original iris feature. The solution of this problem is to resize the cover image (eye) to be 40 x 35 and the cover of eye in 320 x 280. The process of subtracting the element then continued using modification of direction in pixel value differencing method, which then creating a new matrix with dimension. The new matrix is then embedded with secret keys through adding the vectors. Once the embedded iris feature is obtained, it is saved into the database. The reverse process is done and called as de-embedding of iris feature.

Table 1 shows the results of embedding techniques for iris steganographic in biometric system. The left iris embedding capacity value shows higher in bytes according to each technique. On the other hand, the value of PSNR is smaller compared to the right iris. A good PSNR value is between 40 to 50 dB and the results are within the range. The values may vary with other human iris since the data is authentic and unique. The results shows by combining different techniques give better performance as in Figure 1. The x-axes refer to rows and the y-axes refer to columns of the iris feature. The stem plots of the same vector matrices prove that the proposed scheme give additional information compared to the existing method since the circle reaches more than 250 at y-axes. The existing method shows that the circle is less than 250 at the y-axes. This means that there is extra information or secret keys embedded in the iris feature in the new scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: The Performance of Embedding Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iris Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20 x 240)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left (S1001R01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right (S1001R01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1001R01 - Original</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1: A comparison of pixel’s information in iris feature

Conclusion:
An integration of different techniques in embedding process is proposed and applied to iris steganographic in the biometric security system. The proposed scheme produces 46.15 dB for the right eye compared to 45 dB in PSNR value in existing method. The results have shown that the proposed scheme produces higher embedding capacity and PSNR values. Therefore, the next generation of biometric system requires a lightweight system, cost effective and high security. The implication of this study contributes to a higher accuracy in iris biometric security. Future work should explore the application genetic algorithm to recognize human iris in biometric system.
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